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Sometimes I feel close to other realms. 

When I pay attention, fragments emerge from the depths of consciousness. 

In the rapid swirls of this impersonal world, I long for richer times. 

I know that I can no longer dwell in these precious drifts, 

But in the rarefied silence of a still, still mind, 

The pull of ancient lives is felt and acknowledged. 

 

Impressions; fragile and fleeting, yet powerful and true, 

Linger in awareness like a long-lost scent 

Just waiting for the opportunity to reveal themselves. 

I hold on to the thread and penetrate deeper into ancient connections... 

I close my eyes and slow my breath… 

I allow the memories to rise. 

 

∞ 



I lived in a monastery once, 

Inland from the shores of the Red Sea. 

In a desert of amber sands and yellow stone, 

In what is still called Egypt to this day, I had a life. 

Although I was not a monk, I shared their simple existence 

Of silence and solitude on the edge of a rocky mountain. 

 

I was of many worlds, and at the same time, belonged to none. 

This one was a soldier once, but not for long... 

The man had been a farmer too, but not for long... 

He came to be a writer also, and this I chose to keep. 

I became a scholar and an astronomer, and that I do remain. 

From action to contemplation, I flowed with the design of creation. 

 

In that season of life I shared the mountain with the twelve monks 

Who lived separately in scattered isolated caves,  

Except on two holy days of the week, 

When they came together for prayer and a communal meal. 

They took to me and I to them, as kindred spirits in our own subtle ways; 

And they offered me a cell inside the walls, where I could write, and sleep from time to time. 

 

A perpetual spring provided crystal clear water that was always cool. 

We had palm trees and apple trees, pear trees and olive trees,  

Pomegranates and other trees… 

It was cold at night high on the sacred slopes, 

But I burned with the fires of wonder and enquiry. 

I looked up to the skies, I saw far, I made many discoveries. 

 

 

 



It was a blessed life on that desert mountain, 

And among the children of God at the monastery… 

In time, the stars also came into my silence. 

After some years, my body turned thoughtful. 

My beard grew white, my breath expensive, 

And the stick was my friend on long freezing climbs. 

 

Eventually, the stillness in me blossomed. 

I stopped writing and thinking much, 

And I just sat, and watched. 

There was not a lot of difference now, 

Between the old meditative scholar I had become  

and the monks who always prayed in the open caves. 

 

On the last morning, I did not leave the mountain. 

I sat, and watched. 

I was content, tears of joy running over my cheeks. 

I sat, and watched. 

I did not eat, nor drink, nor sleep or my eyes blink. 

I just sat, and watched. 

 

Later when the stars returned, they shone especially bright, 

And I knew, then, the reason why. 

A few more breaths; A joyful prayer; 

Deep gratitude for this one life. 

I sat, I rose, 

I became one with all the stars. 
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